We are a craft soda house with distinctive
soft drinks. As a family business, we remain
close to the production process and strive
to source local ingredients. Keeping our
prices more than competitive is one way
that we celebrate our customers!

BUBBLING BEYOND
EXPECTATION
Established in 1921 each bottle of Reading
Soda contains a precisely handcrafted
soft drink made with 100% pure cane
sugar. Using a pinpoint carbonation
process guarantees our sodas
and seltzers stand the test of time.

Our heritage all natural flavors are clean,
crisp and never too sweet or artificial on the
palate. Despite being made in small batches
our product has incredible consistency.

Our signature glass bottles still have that
vintage look and feel as well as being ecofriendly and of course sustainable.
Glass and soda are a happy marriage never
losing purity or compromising flavor.

The Reading Draft brand's flagship product was
Birch Beer, which originally was served in draught
style barrels, hence the name and icon on the
bottle. It has largely remained unchanged since
inception and for good reason. Customers
attest that it is among the best Birch/Root Beer
they've ever had. No wonder these are our top
sellers!

Botanicals are a great new low calorie / low sugar
addition to our catalog. The botanical hydrosols are
sourced from a farm in Dotlestown, PA and are
certified organic. An excellent base for jazzing up
cocktails or mocktails.

A bespoke newcomer to our product line is
CBD infused Cannafizz. Not only are these
sodas and seltzers delicious but they also
help you feel good. CBD oil is proven to
help reduce inflammation, manage pain
and bolster immunity.

We partner with a premier industrial hemp
company for CBD oil. The oil is derived
from organically grown hemp, one of the
best on the market. It is rich in terpenes
and has a high concentration
of CBD.

To order samples or for pricing
details contact Mark Cooper Ltd.

markcooperltd@verizon.net
https://www.markcooperltd.com

Interested in private label?
Custom logo production is available
on request.

